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Abstract. We present a two-stage heuristic for the travelling tourna-
ment problem. It consists of first creating patterns for good quality soluti-
ons for each team, after which these partial solutions are used/combined
in an improvement heuristic to find overall solutions.

1 Introduction

The travelling tournament problem (TTP) involves minimising the total distance
travelled when organising a double round robin tournament among a number of
teams. Feasible solutions require that

- home and away games between two teams are not in consecutive timeslots
(no repeaters),

- teams do not play more than three consecutive home/away games [7].
Sports scheduling has been the subject of many academic publications (e.g. [5,
6, 8, 9, 11–14]). Agnostopoulos et al. [1] present the current best results for the
problems presented on the TTP website (http://mat.gsia.cmu.edu/TOURN/).
Instead of tackling the entire tournament as one problem, we propose a two-stage
approach in which we solve the problem for individual teams first. Similar decom-
position techniques have been successfully applied to other timetabling domains
(e.g. to nurse rostering [2–4] and university timetabling [10]). The main moti-
vation for decomposing the problem is that it considerably reduces the search
space, and thus the computation time.
The method proposed in this abstract includes solving the corresponding Travel-
ling Salesman Problem (Section 2.1) and generating feasible patterns with that
solution (Section 2.2).

2 Constructive Heuristic

2.1 Travelling Salesman Problem

The total travelling distance for a tournament equals the sum of the travelling
distances for each team. We decompose the problem into sub problems for each
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team. Each of these sub problems involves searching for the minimum travelling
distance for a team. If we ignore the constraint on consecutive home and away
games, the problem equals a Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) for which the
cities correspond to the teams in the TTP. Each team should solve exactly the
same TSP problem.
The best solutions for the TSPs corresponding to the different TTPs are presen-
ted in Table 1. The sequence of numbers denotes a sequence of optimal distance,
in which the numbers refer to the order in which the teams appear in the distance
matrix on the TTP website referred to in Section 1.

n Dist. TTP Solution

4 2011 1-3-2-4

6 2971 5-1-6-4-2-3

8 3480 6-4-2-3-5-1-7-8

10 3834 6-4-2-3-5-1-9-10-8-7

12 5600 7-6-3-2-4-8-10-9-12-11-5-1

14 7427 1-5-11-14-13-12-9-10-8-4-2-3-6-7

16 7443 7-6-3-2-4-8-10-9-12-13-15-14-16-11-5-1

18 7426 9-11-15-13-16-14-18-12-2-10-7-4-17-1-3-6-8-5

20 7426 19-7-20-4-17-1-3-6-8-5-9-11-15-13-16-14-18-12-2-10

22 7989 9-11-10-2-12-18-14-16-13-15-22-21-8-3-1-4-17-20-7-19-6-5

24 8091 15-22-24-21-23-8-3-1-17-4-20-7-19-6-5-9-11-10-2-12-18-14-16-13

26 8274 17-4-1-3-6-8-23-5-11-9-21-24-22-15-13-16-14-18-12-2-26-10-25-19
-7-20

28 8393 11-25-19-7-20-4-17-1-3-6-8-23-5-9-21-24-22-15-13-16-14-18-12-28
-26-2-10-27

30 9393 9-5-11-30-15-13-29-16-14-18-12-28-26-2-10-27-25-19-7-20-17-4-1
-3-6-8-23-24-22-21

32 9412 7-19-25-27-10-2-26-28-12-18-31-14-16-32-29-13-15-30-11-5-9-21
-22-24-23-8-6-3-1-4-17-20

Table 1. Solutions for the TSP that corresponds to the TTP of size n

2.2 Feasible Patterns

After the shortest tour has been calculated, we apply a heuristic step that modi-
fies the optimal solutions into feasible patterns. We therefore introduce a number
of home-away edges in the optimal tour, in such a way that no more than three
consecutive home/away games occur. We call the results patterns, since they
do not specify any ‘home’ opponent of the team yet. An example of a pattern
for team 3 is presented in Fig. 1. The top row presents the shortest tour for
the TSP, starting from city/team 3 (which is the first and the last node in the
bottom row). The shortest tour is interrupted with additional away/home and
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home/away edges: 5→ 3, 3→ 1, 6→ 3 and 3→ 2 in the example. The pattern
denotes a feasible solution for team 3, provided that the assignment of home
opponents does not introduce any repeaters. Obviously, the presented pattern is
not optimal since it contains more home-away edges than necessary.

Fig. 1. Example of a pattern

In order to create the patterns, we first introduce a pattern array of length n.
The elements in the array are 0 and 1. A 0 in the pattern means that the next
team in the shortest path sequence should be visited without going home. A
1, on the contrary, means that the team should first go home before visiting
the next team in the shortest path sequence. We do not put consecutive 1s in
the patterns since the home games do not influence the travelling distance for
the home team. The pattern corresponding to Fig. 1, for example, is 1001001.
Any team always ends the competition at home, and thus the last element of
the pattern array is always 1. This leaves n − 2 0/1 elements to assign. The
total number of possible assignments thus equals 2(n−2). Table 2 indicates the
number of feasible patterns (i.e. patterns representing solutions which have not
more than 3 consecutive away games) for each of the TTP problems.
When mapping the possible patterns onto the shortest path, we can calculate
the distance for each team-pattern combination. Although the shortest tours are
equal for each team, the patterns are different. Those with the smallest distance
are the most interesting patterns to select for the tournament. Obviously, the
order in which home sequences or away sequences appear in a solution has no
influence on the distance of the home team.

3 Optimising Heuristic

From the set of patterns, we select and combine those that lead to good quality
solutions. In the optimisation step we improve the solutions with local search.
Examples of the neighbourhood moves considered are:

- swap the first and the last opponent team in a sequence of three,
- swap entire sequences of opponent games,
- etc.

The results will be presented at the conference.
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n # feasible patterns Best Dist. Best feasible pattern

4 4 2134 0001

6 12 4065 010001

8 40 3727 00010001

10 137 4692 0001010001

12 463 6930 010010010001

14 1560 9986 01000100010001

16 5264 11810 01001000100010001

18 17945 10388 010001000100010001

20 60708 11480 01000101000100010001

22 205372 12198 0100010001001000100011

24 694769 14428 000100010001000100010001

26 2350385 15704 00100010001000100010001001

28 7951296 14192 0001000100011000100010010001

30 26899040 15475 010010001001000100010001001001

32 90998801 20377 01000100010001000100100010010001

Table 2. Number of feasible patterns per problem of size n, the best feasible distance
and an example of a pattern corresponding to that distance, when mapped upon the
TTP solution
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